
About This Product 
Make the kitchen the center of your home more than 
ever. Family Hub™ is the first IOT (Internet of Things) 
enabled appliance that has 3 pillars of features that 
help you manage your home and your life, with Food 
Management, Family Connection and wired Enter-
tainment – all managed from a 21.5" Wi-Fi touch-
screen on a beautiful 4-Door Flex Refrigerator.

Counter Depth Design
Get more workspace while enhancing your 
kitchen's look with our counter-depth refrig-
erator design. Its sleek, built-in style blends in 
with the cabinetry, adding function and style 
to your kitchen.

Food Management
Wherever you are, see what’s in your Family 
Hub™ thanks to three built-in cameras acces-
sible from your mobile device. Or stay home, 
find new recipes and shop online using your 
Family Hub's™ 21.5" touchscreen. 

Features 
•  Built-in cameras for food management
•  Calendars, notes and photo sharing
•  Full entertainment and information center
•  FlexZone™ is a Versatile, Bottom-Right Door    
   that Can Be A Fridge or Freezer

Refrigerator with Family Hub™ (Black Stainless Steel)
 Samsung Smart Refrigerator 
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SYSTEM MAP for Samsung Smart Refrigerator 
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Carolyn McKay, 43 Female 
Professional lawyer for M&J Law Firm in the 
city of downtown LA who owns a a house in 
Santa Monica. She has two grown children in 
their twenties and has two teenagers under 
the age of 16 from her second marriage. She 
has a busy lifestyle with no time for house-
work but loves cooking and only has time for 
her children and her husband.
Her goal is to have have groceries in the 
fridge up to date for her to be able to cook 
dinner without the hassle of creating a 
grocery list going to the store and physically 
purchasing them.
Some features she would like for a fridge is 
e-checking what is in her fridge and making
orders for delivery either through the fridge’s 
interface or her Samsung mobile phone.


